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Abstract
Understanding the effects of changing climate and long-term human activities on soil organic carbon (SOC) and the
mediating roles of microorganisms is critical to maintain soil C stability in agricultural ecosystem. Here, we took samples
from a long-term soil transplantation experiment, in which large transects of Mollisol soil in a cold temperate region were
translocated to warm temperate and mid-subtropical regions to simulate different climate conditions, with a fertilization
treatment on top. This study aimed to understand fertilization effect on SOC and the role of soil microorganisms featured
after long-term community incubation in warm climates. After 12 years of soil transplantation, fertilization led to less
reduction of SOC, in which aromatic C increased and the consumption of O-alkyl C and carbonyl C decreased. Soil live
microbes were analyzed using propidium monoazide to remove DNAs from dead cells, and their network modulization
explained 60.4% of variations in soil labile C. Single-cell Raman spectroscopy combined with D2O isotope labeling
indicated a higher metabolic activity of live microbes to use easily degradable C after soil transplantation. Compared with
non-fertilization, there was a significant decrease in soil α- and β-glucosidase and delay on microbial growth with
fertilization in warmer climate. Moreover, fertilization significantly increased microbial necromass as indicated by amino
sugar content, and its contribution to soil resistant C reached 22.3%. This study evidentially highlights the substantial
contribution of soil microbial metabolism and necromass to refractory C of SOC with addition of nutrients in the long-term.

Introduction

Soil organic carbon (SOC) is the largest carbon pool in
terrestrial ecosystems, and its decomposition and accumu-
lation directly affect the global carbon balance [1]. Soil
carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) cycles are closely coupled, and

are greatly affected by changing climate and human activ-
ities. Long-term anthropogenic N inputs (such as fertiliza-
tion) increase soil nutrient availability and substantially
affect soil C dynamics [2–5]. Meta-analyses indicated that
N addition replenished SOC pool by increasing the input
of root exudates (exogenous C) [6], and increased soil
recalcitrant C by 22% [7]. Although N application has the
potential to increase soil total C storage, the long-term
stability of soil C depends on future changes in climates [8].
The response of soil C to long-term fertilization in term of
slow- and active-cycling SOC pools is affected by tem-
perature and precipitation. The interactive influence of soil
nutrients and climate factors determine the largest part of
the SOC variance (32%) based on the long-term field
observations and modeling in agricultural ecosystem [9],
which is closely related to the microbial metabolism,
enzyme activities, and necromass turnover [10–12].

Soil microorganisms can not only decompose and
mineralize soil organic matter [13], but also metabolize
plant residues or form necromass through anabolism to
stabilize C in soil [14]. Microbial residues are usually
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closely bound to the surface of soil minerals and are con-
sidered to be relatively stable [15, 16]. The framework
of soil microbial C pump indicates that microorganisms
regulate soil C accumulation through ex vivo modification
(reconstruction of organic C molecules by microbial extra-
cellular enzymes) and in vivo turnover (resynthesis of C
molecules by microbial necromass) [17]. It means that
microbial metabolic products or necromass can contribute
substantially to SOC as refractory C sources, and the
addition of nutrients or easily degradable C can also
increase soil organic matter in the long-term. This process
can be greatly affected by multifactorial environmental
changes [18–20]. Therefore, it requires further studies to
elucidate the physiological metabolism of soil micro-
organisms and the contribution of necromass to soil C under
long-term fertilization in different climatic conditions for
better understanding the accumulation and stability of
organic C in agricultural soils.

However, as a common practice, most studies extract
DNA of total soil microbes, making it difficult to distin-
guish and quantify the roles of live and dead microbes in
mediating SOC [21, 22]. Propidium monoazide (PMA) is a
membrane-impermeant dye that selectively penetrates cells
with compromised membranes [23]. PMA intercalates into
DNA from cells and can be covalently cross-linked to it,
which strongly inhibits PCR amplification. As a result, live
microbes can theoretically be distinguished from total
communities [23]. The combination of PMA method,
metabolic activity analysis of living bacteria, and necromass
analysis may be an effective way to discerning the biolo-
gical mechanism of soil C changes by fertilization.

Long-term soil transplantation experiments are con-
sidered as an intuitive and effective method to simulate the
integrated changes of various environmental factors under
natural conditions [24, 25]. A soil transplantation experi-
ment was carried out since 2005 by translocation large
transects of Mollisols soil from northern China (cold tem-
perate zone) to central China (warm temperate zone) and
southern China (middle subtropical zone), simulating mul-
tifactorial environmental changes in the field. The microbial
biomass, diversity, community structure, and succession
rates were significantly changed after years of translocation
[26–28]. At present, more than 10 years of prolonged
community incubation under different environmental con-
ditions makes it a microbial adaptation experiment, with on
top of fertilization treatment. Here, we hypothesize that after
12 years of soil transplantation, the addition of fertilizer will
select for a specific microbial community with contribution
to the build of SOC. The refractory C pool in fertilized soil
will be supplemented by the increase of microbial necro-
mass. In addition, fertilization will lead to less reduction of
labile C of SOC due to less priming effect. To test this
hypothesis, we used solid-state 13C nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) analysis to track the molecular fingerprint
of SOC. The PMA method and single-cell Raman spec-
troscopy combined with heavy water (Raman-D2O)
were performed to target live soil bacterial structure and
physiology. Meanwhile, amino sugar content as an indicator
for microbial necromass was also measured. Our results
indicated that in agriculture soils, fertilization regulated
microbial metabolism and necromass for the build of soil
resistant C pool under warm climate conditions.

Materials and methods

Research sites and sample collection

Soil transplantation experiment is carried out at three sites
in the National Field Science Research Stations of
the Chinese Academy of Sciences [29]: Hailun station in
Heilongjiang Province of northern China (N site, E126°38′
and N47°26′, cold temperate climate zone with soil type of
Mollisol), Fengqiu station in Henan Province of central
China (C site, E114°24′ and N35°00′, warm temperate
climate zone with soil type of Inceptisol) and Yingtan sta-
tion in Jiangxi Province of south China (S site, E116°55′
and N28°15′, subtropical climate zone with soil type of
Ultisol). In each experimental station, 18 blocks with a size
of 1.4 m in length × 1.2 m in width × 1.0 m in depth were set
up in October 2005. The blocks were surrounded by 20-cm
cement mortar brick walls and were paved underneath with
quartz sand (3 cm in thickness) [30]. To ensure an intact soil
matrix, the soil was stratified every 20 cm per layer during
excavation. Six Mollisol soil blocks were excavated but
remained in place to serve as in situ. Other 12 blocks were
transferred to C site and S site, respectively (transplanted
samples were thereby designated as TransS1 and TransS2).
The mean annual temperature (MAT) and precipitation
(MAP) is 1.5 °C and 550 mm in situ, 13.9 °C and 605 mm
in C site, and 17.6 °C and 1795 mm in S site. Maize was
planted every year since the spring of 2006 with non-
fertilization (control) and regular fertilization, 150 kg/hm2

N, 75 kg/hm2 P and 60 kg/hm2 K in the forms of urea,
(NH4)2HPO4 and KCl, respectively. All P and all K ferti-
lizers and half of the N fertilizer were applied before maize
cropping. The other half of the N fertilizer was applied
as a top dressing at the large trumpet stage of maize
growth. Three biological triplicates were performed for each
treatment.

Twelve years after initiating the soil transplantation
experiment, 18 Mollisol soil samples (in situ, TransS1 and
TransS2) were collected for the analysis of C molecular
groups, live and total microbial communities, single-cell
Raman metabolic activity, C utilization capacity and
necromass content in August to September 2017 after crop
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harvest. In addition, 6 local Inceptisol (C site) and 6 local
Ultisol (S site) soil samples were taken simultaneously to
track the entry of local microbes to the transplanted Mollisol
soils. Ten soil cores with a diameter of 2 cm and a depth of
0–20 cm were collected from each block and mixed thor-
oughly to make one soil sample, sealed in polyethylene
wrapper, stored on ice, and transported to the laboratory.
Soils for geochemical analyses were stored at 4 °C, and
soils for DNA extraction were stored at −80 °C.

Solid-state 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
analysis

Hydrofluoric (HF) acid was used in a pretreatment step to
prevent interference from Fe3+ and Mn2+ ions in the soil.
After pretreatment, soil sample was subjected to solid-state
magic-angle spinning NMR measurement (AVANCE II
300 MH). The chemical shift in the main 13C signal of SOC
corresponded to the following C structures [31]: 0–45 ppm
alkyl C, 45–95 ppm O-alkyl C, 95–110 ppm acetal C,
110–160 ppm aromatic C, and 160–220 ppm carbonyl C. In
general, SOC can be classified as labile C (LC) with
molecular groups of O-alkyl, methoxy and carbonyl, and
resistant C (RC) with alkyl, aromatic and phenol groups
[32, 33].

High-throughput sequencing analysis of live and
total microbes

PMA method was used to extract DNA from soil live
microbes [34]. PMA is a membrane-impermeant dye that
selectively penetrates dead cells. Once inside the cells,
PMA intercalates into the DNA and can be covalently
cross-linked to it, which strongly inhibits PCR amplifica-
tion. By using PCR after PMA treatment, it is theoretically
possible to obtain cells with intact cell membranes only.
For the soil total microbes, microbial genomic DNA
was extracted from soil samples using the MoBio Kit in
combination with liquid nitrogen freeze-milling. The con-
centration and purity of the extracted DNA were tested
using a NanoDrop 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA).

Extracting bacteria by Nycodenz density-gradient
separation (NDGS)

The NDGS method described in a previous study [35] was
used to extract live bacterial cells from soil samples from
in situ, TransS1, and TransS2. The sieved soils (1 g, 0.6 mm
sieve) were homogenized in 5 mL of phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS, 8 g L−1 NaCl, 0.2 g L−1 KCl, 1.44 g L−1

Na2HPO4, 0.24 g L−1 KH2PO4) amended with 25 μL of
Tween 20. After vigorous vortexing for 30 min, the soil-
associated bacteria were detached. To separate bacteria

from soil particles, the suspension was gently added to 5 mL
of Nycodenz (y98%, Aladdin) solution (1.42 g/mL), dis-
solved in 5 mL of sterile water, and then centrifuged at
14,000 × g for 90 min at 4 °C. After centrifugation, the
middle layer containing bacteria was collected into a new
tube containing PBS. The microorganisms inside were
collected by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 10 min at room
temperature and washed twice with ultrapure water to
remove residual PBS and other traces of reagents. Then, the
soil bacteria extracted by NDGS were inoculated into starch
culture and cellulose culture amended with 50% D2O and
incubated at 28 °C for 24 h prior to Raman analysis.

Single-cell Raman measurements and Raman
mapping analysis

All bacterial samples were washed three times with ultra-
pure water to remove residual culture base. An aliquot of 2
μL of the as-prepared bacterial solution was loaded on Al
foil and air-dried at room temperature prior to Raman
measurements [36]. Raman spectra and Raman mapping
were acquired from a LabRAM Aramis confocal Raman
microscope (HORIBA Jobin-Yvon) equipped with a 532
nm Nd:YAG laser (Laser Quantum), 300 g/mm grating and
a ×100 objective (Olympus, NA= 0.09). The Raman band
of a silicon wafer at 520.6 cm−1 was used to calibrate
the Raman spectrometer before each measurement. Fifty
individual cells from each sample were randomly selected
for single-cell Raman measurements. Two independent
experiments were performed. The spectra were acquired in
the range of 500–3200 cm−1 at an acquisition time of 15 s
for each point. Raman imaging was acquired at a step size
of 1 μm, and a pseudocolored Raman image was generated
on the basis of the C–H and C–D bands. All spectra were
preprocessed by baseline correction and normalization to
the C–H bands via LabSpec6 software (HORIBA Jobin-
Yvon). Peak intensity was quantified by calculating the
peak area. To indicate the degree of D substitution in C–H
bonds, the intensities of the C–D peak (2040–2300 cm−1)
and the C–H peak (2800–3100 cm−1) were used to calculate
the C–D ratio of CD/(CD+ CH). Raman spectra and the
C–D ratios were obtained in R language software (version
3.4.4). Correlation and variance analyses were performed
using R language software.

Carbon degradation experiment (starch and
cellulose degradation)

To determine the degradation capacity of soil live microbes,
starch, and cellulose were added to the inorganic salt base
medium (100 mL to obtain a concentration of 1%) and
inoculated with the soil microbial suspension at a con-
centration of 2% [37]. A tube containing 10 mL of 0.1 m
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NaOH was suspended in the culture bottle, and the system
was sealed with silica gel. The above devices were cultured
at a constant temperature of 28 °C and kept away from light.
Twenty-four hours later, the device was opened, and the
tube was removed. The volume of CO2 generated in the
system was determined by hydrochloric acid titration. Three
replicates were performed for each treatment.

Soil extracellular enzyme activity assays

Soil α-glucosidase and β-glucosidase were measured using
4-methylumbelliferyl substrate, which is split into high-
fluorescence cleavage products upon hydrolysis [38]. Two
enzyme assays were set up in 96-well microplates. Sixteen
replicate wells were set up for each sample and each standard
concentration. The assay plate was incubated in the dark at
25 °C for 3 h to mimic the average soil temperature. Enzyme
activities were corrected using fluorescence quenching.
Fluorescence was measured using a microplate reader
(EnSpire 2300 Multilabel Reader, Perkin Elmer, Waltham,
MA, USA) with 355-nm excitation and 460-nm emission
filters. The activities were expressed as μmol d−1 g−1

dry soil.

Growth curve measurements

To further understand the growth of live microbes in dif-
ferent carbon sources, the growth curves of microorganisms
were measured. Based on the above C source degradation
experiments, 18 soil suspensions were cultured in two
culture media (inorganic salt+ starch medium and inor-
ganic salt+ cellulose medium). Suspensions were added to
the two different culture media, and nine replicates were
performed for each sample. The experiment was performed
in 96-well plates. The inoculation amount of soil was 10%
(270 µL of medium+ 30 µL of suspension). Then, the
plates were put into a Bioscreen C (Type: FP-1100-C, Oy
Growth Curves AB, USA), incubated for 5 days at 28 °C
with a wavelength of 600 nm, and measured every hour
during incubation.

Microbiological determination of dead microbes
(amino sugar experiment)

The content of amino sugars was measured as tracers for
microbial necromass. The amino sugars in the soil samples
were hydrolyzed, purified, and derived by gas chromato-
graphy (Agilent 6890, Agilent Technologies, USA) [39].
Briefly, soil samples (containing ~0.4 mgN) were hydrolyzed
with 10 mL of 6M HCl at 105 °C for 8 h. The cooled sample
was added to 100 μg of myoinositol as a surrogate standard,
filtered, evaporated to dryness at 40 °C under reduced pres-
sure and redissolved in 20mL of Milli-Q water with the pH

adjusted to 6.6–6.8 using 0.4M potassium hydroxide. Pre-
cipitates were discarded after centrifugation (3000 × g, 10
min), and the supernatant was freeze-dried. Amino sugars
were redissolved in methanol and separated from salts by
centrifugation. After the addition of a quantitative standard
(methyl-glucamine), amino sugars were transformed into
aldononitrile derivatives by heating in 0.3mL of a derivati-
zation reagent (containing 32mg/mL hydroxylamine hydro-
chloride and 40mg/mL 4-(dimethylamino) pyridine in a
pyridine and methanol mixture (4:1; v/v)) at 75–80 °C for
30 min. The derivatives were further acetylated with 1 mL of
acetic anhydride for 20min and mixed with 1.5mL of
dichloromethane after cooling. Excess derivatization reagents
were removed by extraction with 1M HCl (added once) and
Milli-Q water, while the dichloromethane phase containing
amino sugar derivatives was dried under nitrogen before
quantification.

Data processing and statistical analysis

Pearson’s correlation coefficient analysis and other analyses
were conducted to analyze changes in SOC and its
molecular groups by SPSS statistical software (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA). Moreover, these methods were per-
formed to identify the phyla of bacteria associated with the
LC and RC components. In addition, structural equation
modeling was used to simultaneously test the direct, indirect
and total effects of temperature, soil nutrients and total
microbes on the LC and RC components. The major criteria
used to evaluate the model were as follows [40]: (1) a chi-
square value-to-degrees of freedom ratio (chi-square/df) less
than or equal to 2 and a chi-square test p value greater than
0.05, (2) a goodness-of-fit index value greater than 0.90, and
(3) a mean square and variance (RMSEA) of progressive
residual error less than 0.05. Before statistical analysis, the
normality test was carried out, and all the data were in
accordance with the normal variance test. The following
analyses were performed in R software (version 3.4.4;
http://www.r-project.org/). The α- and β-diversity (including
Shannon index, richness, canonical correspondence analysis
ordination, nonparametric statistical multivariate analyses,
and Mantel analysis) of the live and total microbial com-
munities were compared [41–43]. Partial redundancy ana-
lysis (pRDA) was used to evaluate the effects of explanatory
variables, including soil geochemical attributes (NO3

−–N,
NH4

+–N, pH, SOC, AN, AP), live bacteria (the DNA of live
bacteria) and dead bacteria (muramic acid from dead bac-
teria in soil amino sugars), on the LC and RC components.
The contributions of microbial phyla in different modules to
the SOC components were predicted using a random forest
model [44]. Moreover, cooccurrence networks were con-
structed using the “CoNet” plugin in Cytoscape software
(version 3.6.1; http://www.cytoscape.org/), and Gephi
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software (version 0.9.2; http://www.gephi.org/) was used to
modularize the OTUs of microbial communities significantly
related to LC and RC components [45]. All of the above
analyses were performed using 18 soil samples (six samples
each from in situ, TransS1 and TransS2). Moreover, for
12 samples from the C site and S site, microbial commu-
nities were used for SourceTracker analysis [46] in R lan-
guage (version 3.4.4).

Results

Effect of fertilization on amount and quality of SOC
in different climate conditions

After 12 years of soil transplantation, the loss of SOC was
significantly less in the warmer climate (TransS2 treatment)
(Fig. 1). We further used NMR technology to determine the
changes of SOC molecular groups (Fig. 1, Fig. S1). Ferti-
lization significantly increased the aromatic C in soil RC in
TransS2. The aromaticity in fertilized soils in TransS2 was
2.7 times that of TransS1, indicating an increased humifi-
cation with fertilization under warmer climate conditions.
For soil LC, O-alkyl C and carbonyl C decreased in
unfertilized soils, while fertilization significantly mitigated
the loss of LC in warmer climate. The decrease in the ratio

of alkyl/O-alkyl by fertilization in TransS2 indicated a
potential inhibition of the consumption of easily decom-
posable small-molecule C. Fertilization and soil transloca-
tion also changed some other soil properties, such as pH and
soil nutrients (Table S1).

Changes of the composition and structure of live
and total microbial communities

Rarefaction analysis indicated that the sampling efforts
captured most of the live and total microbiota members
(Fig. S2). A Bayesian approach was employed to identify
potential sources of bacterial communities in Mollisol soil
after transplantation at the OTU level (Fig. S3). The greatest
potential source of soil microorganisms after transplantation
to TransS1 was in situ Mollisol, accounting for 69%, fol-
lowed by 21% of unknown sources and only 10% from
local soil (Inceptisol). Similar results were obtained for
TransS2. These results indicated that only a small propor-
tion of the microbes came from the local soil (Inceptisol and
Ultisol) (Fig. S3, Table S2).

Fertilization significantly changed the composition and
structures of bacterial community in different climate con-
ditions (Fig. 2a, Fig. S4, Table S3), increased the α-
diversity of live microbes, and decreased the α-diversity of
total microbes (Fig. S5). Mantel and partial Mantel tests
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Fig. 1 Effects of fertilization
on SOC and its molecular
groups 12 years after soil
transplantation (in different
climates). a Effects of
fertilization on SOC and its
molecular groups (alkyl C, O-
alkyl C, acetal C, aromatic C,
and carbonyl C) in different
climates. Only SOC molecular
groups with significant changes
are shown, and the rest are
shown in Fig. S1. b A/O-A ratio
(%)= [alkyl C peak area
(0–45 ppm)]/[O-alkyl C peak
area (45–90 ppm)] ×100;
Aromaticity (%)= [Aromatic C
peak area (110–160 ppm)]/
[Total peak area (0–160 ppm)]
×100. Data are the means ± SD
(n= 9). Significance analysis is
performed between unfertilized
and fertilized soils by one-way
ANOVA, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
***p < 0.001.
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were used to determine how environmental factors affected
the live and total bacterial communities (Table 1). In
comparison to the effects of soil geochemical attributes,

fertilization and climatic factors (MAT and MAP) were the
dominant factor in shifting the community structures of live
and total microbes (p < 0.05).
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in live and total microbes to the changes in soil labile carbon (LC)
components by the random forest model. The data of each module in the
histogram are standardized by Z-score. Detailed microbial network
module is shown in Figs. S6 and S7. The prediction of changes in soil
resistant carbon (RC) by live microbes and total microbes is shown in
Fig. S9. The blue bars indicate significance (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01), and
gray bars indicate no significant difference.

Table 1 Mantel and partial
Mantel test on the relationships
between bacterial community
composition and soil
geochemical properties (pH,
SOC, TN, TP, NO3

−–N,
NH4

+–N), warming climatic
regimes and fertilization.

Correlation between bacterial
community composition and:

Controlling for Live bacteria Total bacteria

Rm pm Rm pm

All samples

All variables 0.815*** <0.001 0.816*** <0.001

Warming climatic regimes Soil and fertilization 0.819*** <0.001 0.821*** <0.001

Fertilization Fertilization and soil 0.280** 0.015 0.333** 0.004

Soil geochemical properties Warming climatic regimes
and fertilization

−0.023ns 0.560 0.065ns 0.250

Bold value indicates p < 0.05. (*<0.05, **<0.01, ***<0.001, ns non-significant at 5%).
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Relationship between live/total microbes and soil LC
and RC components

Pearson correlation analysis indicated that there were 1148
and 874 OTUs of live and total microbes that significantly
correlated with LC (p < 0.05), and 134 from live bacteria and
120 from total bacteria correlated with RC (Table. S4). Net-
work modularization analysis indicated that LC-related OTUs
parsed into eight top modules that accounted for 82.0% and
88.4% of the whole networks of live and total microbes,
respectively (Fig. S6, Table. S4). There were five modules
from live microbes and three modules from total microbes
that significantly contributed to the changes in LC by random
forest models, with 60.4% and 44.9% explanation, respec-
tively (Fig. 2b, Figs. S7, S8). The modularization of RC-
related OTUs was simpler than that of LC-related OTUs
(Fig. S9, Table. S4). The total microbes explained more of the
variation in RC (78.81%) than the live microbes (70.69%)
and showed a positive contribution to RC (Fig. S10).

Microcosm experiments on the contributions of live
microbes to C components

The metabolic activities of live bacteria were studied by
Raman-D2O to confirm their degradation capacity after soil
transplantation (Fig. 3). The bacterial cultures using D2O in
its substrate metabolism showed obvious C–D Raman
bands in the range of 2040–2300 cm−1 (Fig. 3a). The ratio
of C–D to (C–D+ C–H) in TransS1 and TransS2 was
significantly higher than that in situ with starch as C source,
but the opposite was true in the case with cellulose as C
source (Fig. 3b).

Fertilization resulted a significant decrease in soil α- and
β-glucosidase activity in TransS2 (Fig. 4a). The ability of
live microbes to decompose different C sources (starch and
cellulose) was tested by inoculation of soil suspensions
(Fig. 4b). Our results showed that fertilization significantly
reduced the CO2 produced by the decomposition of starch
and cellulose. These result indicated that the loss of unstable
and stable C was reduced with fertilization in TransS2.
Additionally, the growth curves of live bacteria in starch
and cellulose were determined separately (Fig. 4c). The
growth activity of bacteria in fertilized soils was lower than
that in unfertilized soils in warmer climate. Especially in the
starch C source, the bacteria in the fertilized soil accelerated
to enter the stationary phase, while the bacteria in the
unfertilized soils continued to grow.

Contributions of microbial necromass to SOC by soil
amino sugars analysis

Soil amino sugars were measured as a tracker for microbial
necromass. Our results showed a significant increase in

the amounts of microbial necromass with fertilization in
TransS2 (Fig. 5a). Furthermore, the accumulation of
microbial necromass was enhanced 12 years after trans-
plantation. The contributions of live and dead microbes and
soil geochemical attributes to the LC and RC components
were estimated using the partial RDA method (Fig. 5b). The
contribution of live microbes to LC components was 30.9%,
much higher than the contribution of dead microbes (1.1%).
For RC components, the contribution of dead microbes was
22.3%, greater than that of live microbes (6.4%). This result
indicated that dead microbes may be the main contributor to
soil RC.

Discussion

Under the joint influence of climate change and human
activities, the regulation of SOC by N addition in the ter-
restrial biosphere has attracted much attention [47–49]. In
general agricultural management, the strategy of replen-
ishing SOC usually comes from the input of refractory C
sources such as straw or compost, which are considered as
the best option to increase RC in soil. However, these
approaches do not adequately reflect current views of SOC
sequestration and neglect the role of microbial biomass.
Based on the theory of microbial C pump, microbial
metabolic products or necromass can contribute sub-
stantially to RC-SOC, emphasizing the regulation of
microbes in C sequestration [17, 50]. Hence, it is necessary
to further reveal the microbial mechanism of long-term
fertilization effect on SOC and test this under different
climatic conditions by combining field and cultivation
experiments. Our study evidentially demonstrated that
under warm climate, soil microbial necromass played an
important role in the build of RC-SOC. Fertilization chan-
ged the composition and metabolic characteristics of soil
microbial communities, resulting in more accumulation of
microbial necromass for long-term soil C sequestration.
Here, we constructed a conceptual framework to reveal the
potential mechanisms to explain the regulatory effect of
microbial physiological metabolism and necromass on SOC
sequestration in the cases of N deficiency and sufficiency
(Fig. 6). Under warm climate, fertilization can supplement
soil refractory C (aromatic C) by promoting the accumula-
tion of microbial necromass. On the other hand, live
microorganisms consumed less unstable C component of
SOC (such as O-alkyl C, carbonyl C, etc.) due to less
priming effect.

Microorganisms can accumulate metabolites or microbial
residues (intact cell or after lysis and fragmentation) itera-
tively and stabilize them within or on soil particles [17].
Here, we found that the total microbes positively con-
tributed to RC and explained the changes of RC under
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combination effects of fertilization and soil transplantation.
The biomass of live microbes only accounts for less than
5% of SOC [51], and it is generally considered that their
contribution to soil C storage is negligible [52]. However,
based on the absorbing Markov chain approach, it is esti-
mated that the size of soil microbial necromass C pool is
about 40 times larger than that of soil microbial biomass
[52]. On average, the contribution of microbial necromass

accounts for 55.6% of total SOC for temperate agricultural
soils based on a global analysis [53]. We used amino sugar
as biomarker, and found that the contribution of microbial
necromass to the stable C component (22.3%) was higher
than that of live microbes (6.4%), which showed that
microbial necromass can contribute substantially to resistant
SOC. The accumulation of microbial necromass is con-
trolled by environmental factors, which affects the process

Fig. 3 D2O isotope labeling combined with single-cell Raman
spectroscopy to study the metabolic activities of soil bacteria with
different carbon sources (starch and cellulose) in fertilized soils.
a Raman spectra (left), C–D ratios (C–D to (C–D+C–H)) (right) (n=
50), and Raman mapping images based on C–D bands of soil bacteria

incubated in inorganic salt+ starch medium with 50% D2O for 24 h.
b Raman spectra, C–D ratios (n= 50), and Raman mapping images of
soil bacteria incubated in inorganic salt+ cellulose medium. Sig-
nificance analysis is performed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s
HSD test, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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of soil C sequestration. For example, recent study indicates
the enhanced physical preservation of SOC under winter
warming and emphasizes the role of soil microorganisms in
aggregate life cycles [54]. Therefore, we infer that the
contribution of microorganisms to soil stable C pool is
mainly reflected in the increase of necromass under the
combined effects of changing climate and fertilization.

The accumulation of microbial residues in soil is of great
significance to the conservation and sequestration of soil C
[55–58]. In this study, we found that fertilization sig-
nificantly increased the accumulation of microbial neromass
in warmer climate (Fig. 5a), which may be the direct evi-
dence of increasing soil stable C and delaying the loss of
SOC. This may be explained by the following reasons: (1)
Fertilization would make the microorganisms with rich
resource acquisition strategy become the dominant species
[20], increase the biomass of these species in warming
climate condition, and directly promote the accumulation of
microbial residues. (2) Increasing input of root exudates
(exogenous C) of aboveground plants by fertilization can
regulate soil C/N and indirectly increase soil microbial
necromass [59]. (3) In climates with higher rainfall and
temperatures, microbial residue stimulated by fertilization
can be closely combined with the minerals on the soil
surface to form a stable organic matter with longer turnover

time, and is not easy to be decomposed through mineral
protection [59–61]. Our research showed that under long-
term climate change, the microbial necromass increased by
fertilization contributed significantly to the build of SOC,
which provides solid evidence to support the viewpoint that
microbial anabolism is a major contributor to the stable
SOC pool.

Under the warm climate conditions, the content of SOC
in Mollisol soil decreased significantly, mainly due to the
reduction of LC in SOC. Increasing temperature was
reported to increase the abundance of microbial functional
genes encoding LC degrading enzymes [62]. Similarly, the
metabolic activity of live microorganisms to degrade
unstable C sources increased after soil transplantation in this
study. However, we found that the magnitude of this
increase was less under fertilization conditions in warmer
climates (Fig. 4). The microbial necromass C source may
mainly come from root exudates or plant residuals instead
of SOC under fertilization. This is consistent with that
compared with non-fertilization, the loss of LC in fertilized
soil was significantly less, which may be explained by N-
Mining hypothesis [63, 64]—the priming effect of accel-
erating SOM decomposition for N-supply. With increasing
amount of fresh root exudate input, microorganisms con-
sume SOM for acquisition of N to meet their nutrient
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demands. Especially, in the unfertilized soil, crop growth
needs a lot of nutrients, and trade between plants and
microorganisms will be enhanced [64], whereby micro-
organisms obtain C from roots to exchange N (and P)
released from SOM for root uptake [65]. In the case of
fertilization, microorganisms will not enhance the N
acquisition of SOM in order to meet their own or crop
nutrient needs [66]. Second, energy-induced exoenzyme
synthesis is proposed for explaining this negative mineral
N-induced priming effects [67]. Microbial extracellular
enzymes directly catalyze the decomposition of SOC
[68, 69]. In our study, we found that in warmer climate,
compared with non-fertilization, the extracellular enzymes
of microorganisms in the fertilized soil were decreased, and
the respiration of using starch as easily decomposed C
source was weakened, suggesting reduced C mineralization
capacity. This may indicate a low energy cellular energy
status that would not signal the potential for growth, thus
reducing unnecessary energy expenditure [70]. It can be
confirmed by our study that the growth curve of bacteria in

fertilized soil was lower than that in unfertilized soil in
warmer climate. Third, N addition significantly decreased
soil pH. Low soil pH would reduce decomposition rates and
promote soil C storage [71, 72].

Overall, this study highlights the important contribution
of microbial metabolism and necromass to SOC seques-
tration under the joint effects of fertilization and different
climatic conditions. Facing the intense debate that is going
on C sequestration, our findings provide new insights for
agricultural management on the build of SOC under warm
climate conditions by understanding microbial metabolism
and necromass response to N fertilization. In contrast to the
general opinion, the addition of nutrients or easily degrad-
able C can also increase soil organic matter in the long-
term, which is critically important for predicting soil C pool
dynamics and promoting the C sequestration in response to
climate change. In agricultural management, it is a long-
term process for straw and other refractory C sources to
form soil organic matter components. Integrating the con-
tinual microbial transformation of organic C from labile to
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persistent anabolic forms is practical for SOC storage in
agricultural ecosystem.

Data availability
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Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of potential regulation mechanism of
soil microorganisms on SOC molecular groups in fertilized and
non-fertilized soils under different climates. The soil color gradient
in the above figure reflects the changes of LC and RC components, and
the height represents the content of SOC. The lower left figure shows
the effect mechanism of nitrogen limitation or sufficiency on microbial
metabolism of SOC under different climatic conditions. Without fer-
tilization, due to nitrogen limitation, plants and microorganisms may
send higher signals of nitrogen starvation, and microorganisms

produce more extracellular enzymes to decompose SOC to obtain
nitrogen source. In addition, nitrogen deficiency reduced the input of
plant root exudates (easily degradable C source), warming accelerated
the consumption of unstable C in soil, further stimulated the respira-
tion of stable C in soil by microorganisms, resulting in the decrease of
SOC. In the case of fertilization, the increase of soil microbial
necromass supplemented soil unstable C, and low N starvation signal
reduced the consumption of soil stable C by microorganisms.
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